
Anderacha Washed
Ethiopia

Story - The first time that I met Mike Omran, we talked for hours about coffee

processing, environmental conditions, the uniqueness of Ethiopian coffee varieties,

brewing, fermentation and so much more, all over a dozen or so cups of coffee. The

passion that Mike has for coffee production is immediately obvious, and his heart for

trying new things is unparalleled. But you don't need to meet mike for all of this to

be obvious to you, as his coffee speaks for itself. Only a few years into production at

Abana Coffee Estates, Mike is already producing some of the best coffees in

Ethiopia. Deeply complex and layered, with pronounced florals, sparkling acidity

and juicy sweetness, we are honoured to be able to continue working with Mike to

showcase his beautiful coffees.

 

Abana Coffee Estates - The old growth forests of Western Ethiopia is where coffee

began, and where it continues to thrive. Located near the town of Gera, Abana

Coffee Estate is a 300-hectare property complete with shade-grown coffee trees,

virgin old growth forest and a washing station. Here, they have implemented strict

variety selection to make sure that the heirloom coffee varieties that they grow are

uniquely suited to their environment. This, combined with their careful processing

has led to some of the most expressive coffees in the world. 

 

Abana also carries out lot-separation, keeping coffees grown from different parts of

their estate separate, so that they are able to identify the best lots that they grow.

This lot is known as 'Anderacha', and represents the best coffee that they produce

each year. This is our first offering from Abana, but except to see more from them in

the future, including some natural and experimentally-processed coffees!

 

Transparency - Abana's coffees sell out FAST, and, since we started roasting

several months after this years harvest, we weren't able to get a lot of coffee. In fact,

we just managed to secure the last two bags of coffee that they had available. But

these coffees are so good, that we couldn't pass them up. We purchased these two

bags for $4.75 / lb, and cupped it at an 89.5!

 

 

Coffee Specifications:
Region: Gera, Limu

Producer: Mike Omran at Abana

Coffee Estates

Process: Washed

Variety:  Ethiopian Landraces

 

Tasting Notes:
White Grape, Orange, Floral, Milk

Chocolate

 


